Nuclear Protein Phosphatase 1 α (PP1A) Expression is Associated with Poor Prognosis in p53 Expressing Glioblastomas.
Protein phosphatase 1 α (PP1A) is an enzyme intimately associated with cell cycle, the over expression of which has been demonstrated in glioblastoma (GBM). Further, the nuclear expression of PP1A has been shown to be highly specific to GBM. In addition, PP1A has been shown to be a connecting molecule in the p53 containing GBM sub network. In view of these, we evaluated the prognostic relevance of PP1A. GBM tissues were examined for protein expression of PP1A by immunohistochemistry (IHC). Nuclear expression of PP1A was scored in all tumor tissue samples. Survival analyses were performed by Cox-Regression and Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with Log Rank tests. IDH1, ATRX and p53 IHC and stratification of all GBM cases were performed and subgroup specific evaluation of nuclear PP1A correlation with overall and progression free survival was performed. PP1A protein expression showed no correlation with prognosis in all cases of GBM or on stratification based on IDH1 or ATRX expression. However on p53 stratification nuclear PP1A expression emerged as strong independent predictor of poor overall survival only in p53 positive GBMs both in univariate and multivariate analysis. While PP1A expression uniquely associates with poor prognosis only in p53 expressing GBMs, there is a notable absence of such correlation in p53 negative GBMs; thus skewing the overall relation of this molecule with prognosis in GBM. PP1A emerging as a strong prognostic marker in p53 expressing GBMs, enables us to foresee this molecule as a potential therapeutic target.